
Elmer’s Glue Hydroponic Garden

Materials
Scissors
X-ACTO® knife
Empty Elmer’s® glue bottle
Old shoelace
Gravel
Perlite, vermiculite, or soil-less growing mix 
(found at garden center)
Seeds or seedling plants
Water
Nutrient mix (available in garden centers)

Instructions
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Twist open the cap of the glue bottle.  Using 
scissors, carefully cut between the cap and the 
bottle to completely remove the cap, and discard.

With the glue bottle lying flat on it’s side, use the 
X-ACTO® knife to cut the glue bottle into two 
halves approximately 2/3rds from the bottom. 
Once the hole is large enough to slip your 
scissors in, simply complete the cut.
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3 Wash any remaining glue from the two bottle 
halves.
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Cut a 10-inch piece from the shoelace. Thread this through the 
open neck of the bottle, leaving a 4 inch “tail” dangling from the 
neck. Note: You may tape it temporarily to hold it in place.

Hold top 1/3 of the bottle upside down (with “tail” hanging down 
from the neck) and place a small layer of gravel inside. This will 
weigh down your planter, allow air to circulate, and keep the 
growing medium from washing through.

Add your growing medium on top of the gravel layer, filling 
it almost to the top. Make sure the shoestring that remains 
inside the bottle is looped through all of the layers of gravel 
and medium, almost up to the surface.

Plant your seed or seedling into the growing 
medium, according to directions for depth.  
Make sure to remove most of the soil from the 
roots if using a seedling. Set aside.

Fill the other half (the bottom 2/3 of the 
bottle) with water mixed with nutrients. 
Follow directions on the nutrient mix bottle 
for proper mixing amounts.

Place the shoestring “tail” into the bottom reservoir 
and set the inverted top down on the base 
containing the nutrient water.  
(Note:  If you taped the shoestring earlier, remove 
the tape prior to placing them together.) 

Make sure the reservoir remains filled 
with nutrient water, place your container 
in the appropriate light location, and enjoy 
watching your plants grow!

If you have completed this project and still have more 
materials to upcycle, be sure to sign up for TerraCycle 

Brigade programs at www.terracycle.com and send them in. 
These items will be recycled into new products instead of 

thrown into a landfill.
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are all property of TerraCycle, Inc. used under license. ©2013
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